THE JOURNAL OF PHILIP SCHUYLER ON THE
OCCASION OF HIS VISIT TO THE ISLAND OF
MANHATTAN, 1842
ROBERT FREEMAN WEXLER

Sunday, February 6, 1842 (midmorning)
I came to this wretched shore willingly. Yet after I disembarked, my first
thought was to retrace my way back to the ship, which during the tedious trans
Atlantic crossing had assumed the familiarity of home. How I was soon to wish
that such had been my path. But I had accepted a commission. And as the son of
a Dutch father and English mother, the history of this settlement called to both
sides.
Indeed, my Dutch parentage was the reason for my commission—the man
who wrote to me, one Hendrick Stuyvesant, explained that he, and others, were
remnants of the city’s Dutch founders, and desired a portraitist of the Dutch
school. Though the details he presented were few, the monetary offer was quite
handsome, an unexpected windfall at a time when such were becoming limited
(due to changes in the demand for my style of candlelight painting, and to
indiscretions with the wife of a former client, involving her desire for a nude
portrait and what arose subsequent to that).
Stuyvesant had given me an address for lodging—the Carlton House Hotel,
on Broadway—some distance from the South Street docks. The hansom cab
carried me along cobbled streets, past multitudes of wood and brick buildings. I
had heard of the jumbled condition of this city, as it raced vainly to catch up
with its elder European sisters, and had been warned that neighborhoods of
squalor stood sidebyside with those of the upper classes.
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Everything in this Manhattan was in motion, everywhere noise and bustle of
shopkeepers, drivers. Swine snuffled through garbage in the streets. Ships
arrived or departed in a constant flow, to and from every part of the known
world.
Others have told me that however obsessed with commerce the inhabitants
of Manhattan may seem, they are not devoid of romantic notions, but after my
initial impressions I find it no surprise that its citizens need import artists from
Europe, for New York had not the atmosphere for creative endeavor.
At the hotel, I supervised the placement of my trunks. Unsure of what I
might find here, I had brought my own art supplies, pigment jars wrapped with
care to prevent breakage, brushes, canvas, oils, and glazes.
A simple room, with a bed, desk, washstand, bureau. I had been instructed
that, upon my arrival, I was to send my employers a message to that effect, but I
found myself unwilling. I composed a short note, which I left upon the desk.
And I began this journal in a notebook small enough to keep upon my person,
secure in an inside pocket of my jacket.
My aim was to add to my account each evening of my stay, the which I did,
in the end augmenting and annotating the entries with the reflections of
knowledge and events that were to come. But more of those, later.
Outside my windows, Broadway, chief thoroughfare, with a sun warm
beyond the season casting a healthy shine upon passing ladies in their colorful
silks and satins, parasols held high to block the rays. Vehicles crowded the
streets, cabs, coaches of myriad size, many thick and boxy, sturdy enough to
traverse the wild country lanes which this city becomes some few miles north.
I decided to venture out to find a barber for I needed a shave. Over the last
several days of the voyage on the everrolling, neverstable platform of my
journey out, I had given up the practice. Though the ship’s barber was an
experienced hand, I had not the desire to bare my face to his blade until the seas
subsided.
After a pleasing shave, and with most of the day yet before me, I set off to
explore the surrounding streets. Out there, among the gailydressed men and
women, I found myself drab indeed, with my scuffed shoes and worn jacket still
marked by ocean travel.
I walked the surrounding blocks in fascination, careful to avoid the area
known as Five Points, a den of crime and disrepute, I had been told.
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East of the dazzle of Broadway I found another large street called Bowery.
Here everything was more humble, the houses smaller, the taverns darker, the
passersby dressed in a rougher style more to my liking. Passing a oneeared
swine, I stepped into a place advertising “Oysters in Every Style.”
Sunday, February 6, 1842 (evening)
On my return to the hotel lobby, a man confronted me, a welldressed,
somewhat portly figure with hair fashionably curled over his ears. He introduced
himself as Mr. Lilley. Retrieving a watch by means of its massive chain, he
glanced at it, then looked to me. “We have not the time for tarrying,” he said.
“The project at hand requires exacting coordination of schedules and means.
Why did you not contact us? No matter. We must depart immediately.”
Indicating that I should follow, he strode out of the hotel, returning me to
the frenzied avenue. A carriage awaited. The man opened the door and I
mounted.
“Colonnade Row,” I heard him tell the driver, then he followed me inside,
taking the seat opposite. The carriage set off. Once in motion, Mr. Lilley’s
agitation left him and he became more friendly.
“There is not another city on this earth like New York, nor a land like our
United States,” Mr. Lilley said. “Your Old World, for all its finery, is passing
on.” He extended his arms as though embracing the sky, including it in his
territorial grasp. “This is the land of dreams. The profits to be made are
astounding.” He lectured me for some time on the pastime of land speculation,
and the risks of boom and bust, of which only men of courage may partake.
The carriage moved jerkily through the streets, stopping here and there as
the driver had to find his way around various obstacles, piles of building
materials, crowds of workers. A fire brigade stalled our progress. “Fire is our
everpresent companion here. Much has been lost, but much gained, as the
blazes sweep clean areas for new construction.”
As we progressed, the buildings grew fewer, and Mr. Lilley informed me
we were nearing the northern edge of the town, reaching quieter neighborhoods
of grand residences, constructed far from the bustle of the commercial center.
The carriage turned down an alleyway, pulling up behind a block of houses.
“You will have to view the residence from the front another time. This is
one of the grandest new row houses in the city. Great columns line the front and
the entryways are magnificent. But for now ’tis more expedient to enter from the
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rear.”
“My commission,” I said. “The details....”
Mr. Lilley interrupted, telling me that another would be informing me as to
the particulars. The carriage stopped and we alighted. Mr. Lilley took me into a
parlor, then up a flight of stairs to a sitting room, where another man waited.
This man was introduced as Mr. Vanderkemp. He bade me sit, and ordered
refreshments from a servant.
“Will Mr. Stuyvesant be joining us?” I asked.
Neither answered for a moment, then Mr. Vanderkemp explained that
Stuyvesant was merely a name they used for correspondence, that it represented
the interests of their group.
Mr. Lilley and he spoke briefly in voices too low for me to comprehend,
then shook hands. While they spoke, I examined my surroundings. The
furniture: chairs, settee, was of plain, yet expensive appearance, dark wood with
cane bottoms; the carpet: a rich weave, brown and tan of an Oriental design. A
doorway framed by ionic columns separated the parlor from a dining room.
Several daguerreotypes adorned the walls, portraits of family members. They
fascinated me, for I had seen few. The ability to capture likeness was most
impressive, but the flatness grew monotonous after extended viewing.
The servant soon returned with a decanter and filled two glasses. Mr. Lilley
departed. On leaving, the servant pulled the sliding doors from their recess in
the wall and shut them.
“I understand that you would like made plain what your commission
entails.”
Mr. Vanderkemp spoke in a firm, authoritarian voice, as one accustomed to
the giving of orders.
“It is quite simple, as was said in the original letter to you. The aspect of
secrecy is merely that the portrait is to be a surprise for a lady’s husband.
Therefore, we must act while he is away, conducting business in the West Indies
and other points.
“You need not know her name, or the name of her husband. The less you
know, the easier to keep the secret intact.
“Their residence is nearby. Mr. Lilley will take you in the morning to meet
her, and you will begin your work. Supplies, if you need them, can be procured
by others. Priming of canvases and other menial tasks can be undertaken for
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you. It is best that you spend the entirety of you time on the work of the portrait
itself.”
Some while later, Vanderkemp announced that our meeting was at an end.
The butler returned and escorted me outside, where the carriage and Mr. Lilley
awaited, and I was anon transported back to my hotel.
Monday, February 7, 1842 (evening)
Mr. Lilley joined me at breakfast, dressed smartly in a smoking jacket of
figured velvet, and I went with him in the same carriage (or one similar) to the
home of my subject. On the way, I enquired whether Mr. Vanderkemp would be
joining us, and Mr. Lilley replied that he had other engagements to attend.
“We are meeting the woman in her own residence, but the actual work of
portraitmaking will be carried out at Mr. Vanderkemp’s. It will be easier to
guarantee surprise, should her husband return unexpectedly. And meeting first
at her own residence will prevent servant’s gossip from touching on the
impropriety of her repeated visits to the residence of Mr. Vanderkemp.”
I agreed that the plan was a sound one. In our attempt to maintain secrecy, it
would prove ill if the husband interpreted the innocent surprise of the portrait as
something less honorable.
The carriage drew up to a grand, colonnaded front, and I remarked on the
architecture. Mr. Lilley’s face fairly glowed with pride as though the design of
the structure had been his. “This is what I spoke of last evening. The finest yet,
in this city of finery. Designed by the great Alexander Jackson Davis and built
by Seth Geer. It is meant to be a New York version of London’s Regent’s Park.
Astor lives here, as do other luminaries. There are nine magnificent residences
in all.”
We departed the carriage and were met at the door by a butler, who escorted
us to an upstairs parlor much like that of Mr. Vanderkemp’s. I was, in fact,
somewhat confused as to whose house we were in—yesterday at Vanderkemp’s,
Lilley had praised the magnificent columns, and today as well. Perhaps
Vanderkemp lived in another of the nine residences Lilley had mentioned.
The entrance of the lady of the house caused me some surprise, for her skin,
though not of the darkest hue, marked her of at least partial connection to a race
not commonly found in the houses of the wealthy, save as servant (or slave, in
the southern climes of this free land of America). But she wore clothing typical
of the comfortable class: silk taffeta dress with embroidered oversleeves and a
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pleated bodice. She appeared to be at her ease here.
The lady spoke English with a French accent, a joyous, musical inflection,
so unlike the others, whose “Americanisms” had transformed their language into
something base. I assumed she came from an island in the Caribbean and was
likely an amalgam of races, African and French.
Mere paint would be unable to capture the loveliness of her skin, which had
the quality of fine coffee blended with a modicum of cream.
With my having brought a sketchbook, and the lady being eager to begin,
we sat in the soft light of her parlor. Thinking her native tongue might set her
more at ease, I addressed her in French, and noted a brief look of consternation
on the face of Mr. Lilley, as though displeased with his inability to understand
our conversation.
I thought little of it at the time. Later events, of course, made the reason
apparent.
She proved to be knowledgeable on many topics, literature, politics, history,
and we chatted amiably in both French and English while I created a series of
sketches, attempting to find the pose that best captured her lovely and regal self.
I learned that she had been born into a wealthy family, in one of the few
republics wholly governed by those of African descent. Her grandfather had
been a Frenchman, an official with the governor’s office when the island was
under French control. She had met her husband through his business dealings
with her family. They had married secretly in her land and lived separately for a
year until he arranged for her transportation here.
I expressed admiration for a society which accepted her so readily, but I
surmised that this acceptance was more politeness and propriety than actual
warmth. Though no one in sound mind could reject such a lovely person. I
found myself disappointed when our session drew to a close, even knowing that
I could rejoice at the prospect of spending long periods in her company. Because
time was of importance, we agreed to meet the following morning at Mr.
Vanderkemp’s to begin the portrait. I would need take the rest of the day
assembling my materials and transporting them to Vanderkemp’s house so that
all would be ready for the first sitting.
Tuesday, February 8, 1842 (evening)
Today was much colder, and various stoves had been kindled throughout
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the hotel, casting off an overabundance of heat. I was glad to be spending the
day elsewhere.
Again, it was Mr. Lilley who met me at breakfast and accompanied me
uptown. At my mention that I would be perfectly able to make way on my own,
thereby saving him the trouble, he demurred, saying that it was best for a
newcomer to this brusque city to have a guide. The cab drivers could not be
trusted, he added, and considered that to be an ending of the idea.
The plunge from the overwarm hotel to the crisp air on the street
invigorated me, but I foresaw potential discomfort in this constant fluctuation of
surrounding temperature.
Having gone into Mr. Vanderkemp’s residence twice now from a back
entrance (my first visit and last night, of which I have not written, for there was
nothing of note to report), I was surprised when this morning the carriage pulled
up to the front, and I saw that Vanderkemp’s house indeed shared the same
columnar façade as that of my client. In the foyer I was pleased to see a rather
charming painting of three children by the acclaimed Englishborn American
artist Thomas Sully, who I had met in England a few years previously, when the
city of Philadelphia commissioned him to paint Queen Victoria. And in the
dining room an even more pleasing sight awaited me: one of my own paintings,
a candlelit scene of the market of Bruges.
It occurred that Mr. Vanderkemp would be away at his business office
downtown during the day, with Mr. Lilley remaining as his representative. We
had arrived, of purpose, before the lady in order that I might ready myself and
my materials. The previous afternoon (despite Vanderkemp’s directive that
others would do the work for me), I had prepared a canvas, though for today my
plan was to create several studies of gouache on paper in preparation for the
actual work. I explained this to Mr. Lilley, whose only comment was to be sure I
informed him when ready to begin the actual portrait.
The light of the upstairs parlor well suited my needs, so it was there that I
set up my easel and paints. However, I found the heat oppressive and asked if
we might open a window for ventilation. Mr. Lilley seemed confused, as though
unsure how to carry out my request. He fumbled with the latch for a minute,
then raised the pane. Immediately I felt better.
Some short while later, the bell rang below, and Mr. Lilley left to attend to
the newcomer, soon returning with a bundle of women’s clothing draped over
his welltailored arms. A maid followed, carrying a parcel that contained various
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accessories of fashion. The lady had not yet herself arrived, having sent ahead
several dresses, from which we would make our choices for her costume.
As the maid and Mr. Lilley exited the room, I heard her mutter that she
hoped she would not be expected to wait on one of “them.” His reply eluded me
as they passed down the stairs.
Soon, the lady herself appeared, dispelling a dark current that had swirled
around my head after overhearing the maid’s remarks. Smiling, I greeted her in
French. Her dress was of a similar cut to that of yesterday, though muslin rather
than silk, designed more for the everyday wear than for fashion.
The day’s work passed well. As an artist’s model the lady was quite natural
—each turn of her chin or movement of shoulder, the set of her eyes, was a
painting unto itself, and I foresaw my only difficulty would be in settling upon
only one of this bounty of poses.
At midday I indicated that we would pause for refreshment. Mr. Lilley
rang for the servant woman, who (however unwillingly) brought us tea, and
after we were settled upon it she unwrapped the lady’s dresses and hung them
over a screen so that we might view them.
Some conversation followed. The lady herself favored a dark red silk, and
Mr. Lilley seconded her. I was drawn to a pale blue cotton, the hue of which
reminded me of the exquisite paintings of Vermeer, but I found myself won
over.
We returned to our work. I had decided to position the lady on a particularly
handsome couch (“Duncan Phyfe,” Mr. Lilley said with the pride of a man
claiming proximity to a pedigree that he might find some of it seeping into him.)
The couch, which faced the windows at the front of the house, was wellsuited
to reclining, having one end open and the other closed, with ample cushion, and
I admired the sweeping curve of wood on its back. Finding the columned
doorway pleasing, I claimed it as a background and balance, and I also desired
to use the red drapes which framed the window on the side wall.
Again, I thought that any position the lady took would have made a
magnificent portrait, had I the skill to attain it.
A graceful silver candelabra with three branches stood on the mantle. I
transferred it to the low table in front of the sofa and bade Mr. Lilley close the
curtains that I might view the lady’s pose in candlelight, though the actual work
of the painting would take place in daylight, with the shadowy atmosphere and
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glowing candles imposed upon it in the traditional manner.
After settling on what I felt to be the optimal pose, and, desiring not to over
tax my subject, I called an end to the day. I escorted the lady downstairs to the
door and bid her farewell.
Thursday, February 10, 1842 (early morning)
How quaint the last entry looks to me now. Would that I might return to
such a calm moment!
Yesterday evening I found myself unable to open my notebook and write of
the events of the day; this morning, I resolved to take comfort in the act. In
noting my activities, I hoped, by process of expression to reclaim my life and
dispel my disgust and dismay at what was presented to me yesterday.
My plan, as I had detailed to Mr. Lilley, was to commit a study in oil as a
final preparation for the actual portrait.
On arriving at the house, I began organizing materials as per my habitual
way. I found that someone had primed and readied several 34 by 44 inch
canvases, which, along with the one I had readied the first day, totaled six. I told
Mr. Lilley I had not the need for so many.
“Always set yourself up for eventualities,” he said. “Can never possess too
much of something. ’Tis our American way.” He added that the lady would be
appearing somewhat later than usual, in order that I might have more time to
prepare, the which I began to do.
At the sound of the bell, Mr. Lilley excused himself.
My spirits had lowered at Mr. Lilley’s mention of the lady’s later arrival,
but the bell raised in me a thrill which I found surprising, for it told of a growing
affection for her.
However, Mr. Lilley’s return with a bulky parcel, rather than the lady,
dispelled my eagerness, though I knew I would see her soon. Without
explanation, he placed the parcel in a corner, and I took no further notice of it. I
had planned to paint today on board, but there being such an abundance of ready
canvas, I raised one to the easel and commenced a layer of imprimatura.
The lady entered, at last, attired in the red dress. On her head she had placed
a charming straw bonnet decorated inside the brim with lace and flowers of silk,
and over her shoulders was a shawl to cover her flesh left bare by the cut of the
dress. I bade her place the bonnet and shawl behind the sofa, out of sight. As she
settled into the sofa, I decided I would henceforth call her “Madame Burgundy,”
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for the color of her attire and in honor of her French heritage, which elicited,
when I informed her (in French), a lovely, unselfconscious sound of delight.
I cannot put into words how deeply struck I was by the effect of her coffee
cream of shoulder against the deep crimson fabric. I only hope my conveyance
in paint might express what language cannot.
And time passed in the steady and rewarding exercise of applying paint to
canvas, bringing the fine shape and features of Madame Burgundy into
appearance before me.
None of what I have expressed here is alarming, is it? A reader might be
wondering in what I found this disgust I spoke of, what appalling events
silenced my pen for a day.
I saw that I was having difficulty coming to it. But I also wished to set the
stage, to reach the events in their proper order. I must take a break here. I had
arranged an early breakfast in my room, so that I might eat in peace, without the
intrusion of Mr. Lilley, who had begun to haunt my steps and my thoughts, like
some avatar of despondency.
Thursday, February 10, 1842 (midmorning)
Having refreshed myself, I found I must continue, lest I not complete this
account before Mr. Lilley’s arrival. I dread the work required of me today, but
take comfort in knowing I will be in the presence of the dear lady, my subject. I
will persevere.
As yesterday afternoon progressed, Madame Burgundy complained of
lightheadedness. She had earlier been bled, she revealed, in order to protect
against the fevers that often struck the city in the warm seasons, and she
regretfully felt the need for further rest before continuing.
She then departed, and I applied myself to the painting. I was unsatisfied
with the coloring of the dress, having tried vermillion and carmine without
settling on either. I said as much aloud to Mr. Lilley, who sat on a couch to my
rear, smoking his pipe and reading the day’s news.
“Well then I believe it is time to open this package.”
He retrieved the previouslymentioned bundle, which I had long since
forgotten, unwrapping the brown paper covering to reveal pint jars: one full, one
partially, of a dark crimson liquid.
“Having that pretty red dress made this much easier don’t you think?” Mr.
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Lilley said, to my consternation, for his words confused me.
“It is requested,” he said, continuing in a flat tone as though reading from a
note of instruction. “Nay, not requested, firmly stated, as a condition of your
commission, that you employ this substance in your painting. That this
substance”—indicating the jars—“may become fully embodied and incorporated
within the painting. Of necessity which will be revealed in more detail anon.
Enough for now is that you know of the lady’s ancestry, from a land rife with
superstition and the use of charms to protect individuals from harm.”
I indicated a lack of comprehension, saying that I was fully confident in my
ability to choose my own materials and pigments, but Mr. Lilley insisted.
“Must be materials of the subject herself incorporated.”
This statement, combined with the depth of color inherent in the liquid, and
the lady’s comment of her recent medical procedure explained all. It was desired
by those who had retained my services that, for this portrait, I was to employ
Madame Burgundy’s own blood.
A knock falls upon my door. Mr. Lilley, calling on me for today’s session,
and I must therefore depart. I will return to this account later, after the trials of
my day. My only solace is that I will be once again joined by Madame
Burgundy.
Thursday, February 10, 1842 (evening)
In the carriage with Mr. Lilley, I spoke but little, while he chattered as
unconcernedly as a man on the way to a shooting party at his country estate. He
talked of wealth, the wealth of his fair city of New York, the wealth of his young
nation, how commerce would bring more and more wealth to these shores until
all the world knew their names. His thoughts were not original. They had been
spoken throughout the ages, by Greece, Carthage, Rome, Spain, England, even
my own Holland, whose commercial enterprise, though corrupt and ill
conceived, founded this city he praises so highly.
I have always been of the opinion that such wealth manifests a corrupting
influence, that excessive wealth breeds the insatiable greed for more, which
leads nations to aggression over their neighbors. And in this nation, where the
barbarity of slavery yet reigns, what would be the moral cost of this gold lust?
Guido Reni of Bologna in the seventeenth century wrote much on the
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subject of pigments, of color. He described methods for the use of blood, calling
for it in combination with a preservative coat of resin, which ensured color
retention. The resin must be applied while the blood is still wet, but the two will
not mix. The resin sits atop, shielding the blood from the elements, from fading.
I thought I had not the proper resin, but on arrival found it provided in
abundance.
“The material itself is not yet ready,” Mr. Lilly said. “I am told it needs to
be distilled and purified. So you are to plan your work accordingly.”
With the impending arrival of the lady, I had to compose my mood. I did
not wish to appear in any way disturbed, lest my disposition mar our session.
My assumption was that the lady did not know of the proposed use of her body’s
elixir for the portrait, though Mr. Lilley’s hint as to its having to do with her
ancestry and birthplace spoke otherwise. I found myself not trusting him, or my
employers. I had begun to fear some other reason lay behind their demands,
something opposed to the lady’s continued wellbeing. I had nothing concrete to
support this feeling and would need keep it buried for the present.
And so, with poise and charm that raised my desolate spirits, Madame
Burgundy made her appearance, and the morning passed in the joyous
interaction of painter and model, painter and paint. I spoke more in French than
I had previously, for I wanted to be sure that Mr. Lilley did not understand, and
to accustom him to hearing it in a mundane way, so that if something later arose
which confirmed my suspicions, I could convey the information to Madame
Burgundy without alerting our watcher.
It had been my intent that on concluding the daily sessions with the lady, I
would work on the background, but today I was loath to do so. After a half
hearted recreation of the doorway molding, I indicated to Mr. Lilley that I had
finished for the day. He seemed displeased with this, but made no protest.
The drapes on the side window of Mr. Vanderkemp’s study, the window
which would be appearing on the right side of the painting—these drapes were
of a red darker than the lady’s dress, of a heavy and likely expensive material. I
decided that I would not use the blood, as commanded, on the person of
Madame Burgundy. If I pursued this course, however, I would need cause the
supply in the jar to be diminished. Therefore, I would incorporate it into the
drapery.
With Mr. Lilley present more often than not, I would have to take care not
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to be observed.
Monday, February 14, 1842 (morning)
My last entry was Thursday. I have allowed my account to lapse for a few
days, not because of dire circumstances but because the days flowed in a
mundane fashion. Friday and Saturday, Madame Burgundy sat for me. I made
slight adjustments to her pose, and I began to capture what I felt to be her true
character. Enchanted by my sitter and the way the portrait took shape, filling the
canvas with her presence, I became lulled, forgetting my previous unease.
We conversed, as usual, in French, and I found her intelligence and charm
beyond measure. Being a woman, she was without extensive formal education,
but coming from a wealthy family in a realm where the people were industrious
in their desire for advancement, she had been welleducated at home, with a
tutor in her youth and on her own in later years. She had read much history,
literature, and philosophy.
I could easily see how her husband had developed such deep adoration, for I
found myself ascending a similar path.
This despite our differences in race. I admired the will of her husband, that
he had persevered in bringing his love into a society where such was not looked
on with approval.
Yesterday being Sunday, the lady did not sit, though I was nevertheless
expected to work. The which I did, taking particular care with the couch,
capturing the scrollwork of its arm and the brocade cushions.
In the evening, on my return to the hotel, I was surprised by a chance
meeting with a friend, whose presence here has greatly relieved the strain of this
commission. As I neared the door to my room, a man called out my name, and I
was pleased when the man in question proved to be none other than the
illustrious writer Mr. Charles Dickens, who had arrived in New York the
previous day and was residing in my hotel.
He and I had become acquainted during a recent stay of mine in London,
when I had been called upon to paint portraits of a certain wealthy family, a
commission which led to more commissions, causing my residence to extend to
a much greater length than first anticipated. It was this extension which enabled
me to perfect my grasp of the English language (already having been started on
it by my mother), adding it to the French and Italian that accompanied my native
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Dutch.
Because of the many social calls required of Mr. Dickens, he had procured a
private sitting room where he could escape the press of his fame (for he found
himself in great demand in all parts of this country, a prospect which daunted
him greatly). He took me to this parlor, and a light supper was brought to us.
I sketched the nature of my commission, employing the fabrication my
masters had instructed me to use: that I had been brought to New York to paint
the children of a man named Bookman (whom I had not even met). Lying to my
friend proved to be quite distasteful.
We exchanged our views of America. Mine were, of course, limited to my
short time in Manhattan. He described some of what he had seen in Boston and
elsewhere.
As Mr. Dickens had an impending social engagement, we cut our visit off at
this point, but planned to meet again soon.
Monday, February 14, 1842 (evening)
Madame Burgundy sat for me in the morning as usual. This afternoon, a
package was delivered to Mr. Lilley. He opened it. The blood, having been
somewhat altered by whatever process had been employed upon it, was now
reduced to about threefourths of a pint jar. Ample, I was sure, for the intended
use.
Tuesday, February 15, 1842 (evening)
By Thursday I fear I will no longer need have Madame Burgundy sitting. I
will be finished with her. And a few days thereafter will find the portrait
complete.
The thought of departing from these shores, from the noise and rot of this
frantic and unkempt metropolis filled me with a shining hope. I missed my
friends in Amsterdam. I missed my own studio, however drafty it may be in
winter. Soon, soon, I will return. Visions of home filled me with a great sense of
peace, which I as able to shape into the serene face of my subject.
Thursday, February 18, 1842 (evening)
On this day I bade a heartfelt farewell to Madame Burgundy. Having
discovered nothing further about any ill intentions toward her, I had become
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more at ease, though I carried out my plan of enmeshing the blood with the
drapes rather than her dress.
In the evening, I was fortunate in dining with Mr. Dickens, his wife,
Catherine, and a man of their recent acquaintance, a Charles Johnson, who was
active in the antislavery movement.
We settled in a private parlor, served by an attentive waiter whose girth and
enthusiasm for the menu indicated his own attraction for dining.
A vast relief flowed through me as I sat among amiable companions, an
interlude that removed from my mind the cares and conundrums of my
commission. Our group chatted amicably for a time. At some point, the waiter
apologized for a delay, saying that if our food didn’t come soon, he would “fix
matters so that management knew about it.”
“Here is something I have noticed in my short stay in America,” Mr.
Dickens said, after our waiter had departed. “There are few words which
perform such various duties as ‘fix.’ You call upon a gentleman in a country
town, and his help informs you that he is ‘fixing himself’ just now, but will be
down directly: by which you are to understand that he is dressing. You inquire,
on board a steamboat, of a fellowpassenger, whether breakfast will be ready
soon, and he tells you he should think so, for when he was last below, they were
‘fixing the tables. ’You beg a porter to collect your luggage, and he entreats you
not to be uneasy, for he’ll ‘fix it presently.’ If you complain of indisposition,
you are advised to have recourse to Doctor SoandSo, who will ‘fix you’ in no
time.”
After dinner, I told them of my commission (the truth this time, as I could
not continue in the lie), though I made light of the demand for painting in the
lady’s own blood, attributing it to superstition and hiding my fears.
Mr. Dickens speculated on the identity of my subject, saying that these
Yankee traders had amassed great wealth and pretension, and, due to the
roughness of their own land, a liking for all things European.
Mr. Johnson, having only recently relocated here from Boston, did not
recognize the names I gave, though the social circumstances of the racially
mixed marriage interested him.
“Such a marriage would not go uncommented upon,” he said. “And I would
be surprised to find it wellaccepted.”
“There is a wealthy man here who, I’m told, married a former whore,” Mr.
Dickens said. He had been following the conversation, but due to liberal use of
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his wine glass, his comments had been few.
“Eliza Jumel,” Catherine said.
Mr. Johnson wondered aloud whether Madame Burgundy’s husband was at
all involved with abolition, and he said he would conduct a few discrete
inquiries.
The interest of Mr. Johnson was a fortuitous circumstance, for I had not
shaken the sensation that some ill was intended on Madame Burgundy, likely
without the knowledge of her absent husband.
Saturday, February 19, 1842 (evening)
There is not a more divine sensation than that which arises upon completion
of a work of art.

Sunday, February 20, 1842 (evening)
Today, I find I am no longer free, nor do I see myself soon returning to my
home.
It was not until after I finished the portrait that the arcane nature of my
commission became apparent.
I journeyed to Vanderkemp’s house as usual, in the custody (I use that word
drolly though the circumstances report the opposite) of Mr. Lilley.
My intent was to carry out the final glazing of the portrait, for I believed
this was all that remained.
I had grown accustomed to the passage along the streets, but when Mr.
Lilley’s driver made a turn which varied from the norm, I thought nothing of it.
When we stopped before an unfamiliar house, I turned to Mr. Lilley with a
question on my lips.
“Mr. Bookman’s house,” he said. “The gentleman would like to speak to
you about painting his children. You will find him most agreeable. He is a
collector of antiquities from faroff Greece and Rome and has traveled much in
Europe.”
I had no intention of executing another portrait in America, but the
circumstances dictated that I follow Mr. Lilley into the house, through a foyer
decorated with amphora and a marble bust of Roman origin, then up a staircase.
In yet another second floor parlor, I found Madame Burgundy’s portrait. Mr.
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Vanderkemp was there, and another who I took to be Bookman, a plump man
wearing an ashy coat of an oldfashioned cut.
My assumption was that the pair wished to see the portrait, one to approve,
or not, of my endeavor, the other to see if it matched the expectations he held for
the likeness of his children. I would have preferred that they had waited until I
indicated it was ready for viewing, but as I was used to the thoughtless actions
of patrons I made no comment.
Mr. Vanderkemp indicated for me to seat myself, the which I did. Mr.
Lilley walked to the portrait and stood in front of it for a time. “This will serve,
don’t you think?” he finally said.
“Quite a likeness indeed,” said the man I assumed to be Bookman. “A fine
start to this,” he added, and I wondered what he meant.
Turning to me, Mr. Vanderkemp spoke. “There is more to be done here,
much more. What you have done is merely the first step. Six in total are
required. This one”—as he spoke he pointed at the portrait—“is to hang in the
residence of the person you call Madame Burgundy. Five more are required.”
“The purpose intended for the others is quite different,” Bookman said.
Vanderkemp gave him a look which I assumed meant the man should not have
spoken.
“The purpose of the other portraits,” Vanderkemp said. “Is not your
concern. Mr. Beekman here will see to your needs.”
“Bookman,” the man said. “My grandparents, you see, my grandfather
actually...changed from the Dutch way of spelling.”
Ignoring him, Vanderkemp informed me that while fulfilling the remainder
of the paintings I was to remain here, in the home of Paul Bookman.
I said that I was quite happy with the hotel and the current arrangement, but
Vanderkemp said that time was scarce, that it was imperative I finished before a
certain date, and proximity to my studio would ensure this.
“This is not part of the commission I accepted,” I said. “And I am not
inclined toward performing any other actions here. I long for my home in the
Netherlands and desire to return.”
“Your homecoming must wait,” Vanderkemp said. “I consider this to be all
inclusive. By God it must be, for the process to work. It must be your hand that
connects all six, as it is the woman’s blood that ties them as well. You will
receive no payment until the entire group is complete.”
I could see that I would not be able to change their views, and I considered
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walking out that instant, but the prospect of losing my income did not appeal.
How I hate to discuss such a gross subject, but the importance of money is
unavoidable.
What recourse had I if I left? I was quite familiar, through Mr. Dickens,
with the lack of appreciation in this nation for the rights and income of writers,
due to an absence of copyright law, which prevented Mr. Dickens and other
European writers from earning one cent for their works published in America. I
feared that the same would be true of artists, and I had not the funds to retain an
attorney to test this supposition. Perhaps through Mr. Dickens, through the
hordes of people of import he had met during his stay, I might find more work,
more clients, to pay my way while I pursued legal action. I would need find
new, less expensive accommodations, for my current patrons were paying for
the hotel, and I did not think I could manage the rate on my own.
Oh, but that would mean delaying my return home. And staying here,
carrying out this extra commission, caused the same delay.
Bookman and Vanderkemp conferred, their voices too low to pick out any
but scattered phrases. “The man from Schoharie” repeated. I found that Mr.
Lilley had left the room.
I stood.
Better to delay my return home in circumstances of my own choosing than
toil longer in the company of men I dislike and distrust.
Mr. Vanderkemp turned toward me.
“I am not interested in your machinations,” I said. “I was hired to paint a
portrait, and that is precisely what I have done. Therefore, I shall take my
payment and depart this country.” I stepped toward the door.
“I will find my own way back to the hotel, if Mr. Lilley’s services as
coachman are no longer available. Payment can be sent to me there. I am sure
you can find another, even here, to fulfill this new contract.”
On reaching the door, I found a man blocking it, a wiry man with a cap
pulled low over his forehead. Mr. Lilley stood behind him. This newcomer—his
very being disturbed me. On his lined, blotchyred face I saw a callous nature, a
disdain for art, for life, for anything but his own advancement.
“Here is the man of whom I spoke,” Bookman said.
“Splendid,” Vanderkemp said. “Mr. Schuyler, you are to begin
immediately.” He spoke flatly, commandingly, disregarding my statement of
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objection, my intention to leave.
Mr. Lilley and the newcomer entered, and I backed away, instinctively, not
wanting to be in such proximity with what this person represented.
I found myself once again seated on the couch.
Vanderkemp spoke. “This man must be incorporated. He must appear in the
five, in the new paintings. You have left ample room.”
The horror of my situation was now made clear—the man, this specimen of
the low, was to become a cancer, an eater of beauty.
I was to place him first in the doorway, then, in the succeeding paintings, to
move him by degrees closer, closer, closer, to Madame Burgundy until his hands
encircled her lovely neck.
Monday, February 21, 1842 (morning)
I awoke on a narrow bed. A small room, a servant’s quarters, in the house
of this man, Paul Bookman. The door, I knew, was locked.
On awakening I was surprised that I had even slept, for I had sat up late,
staring into the dark, my mind disquieted by the day’s events.
Yesterday, acquiesced to the inevitability of my having to carry out this
addition to my contract, I had bade them empty a room for my use, removing all
furniture, carpeting, and ornamentation that I might have nothing to distract me
from recreating on canvas the room at Vanderkemp’s, and there I began the
work of copying Madame Burgundy’s portrait five times, beginning with the
alla prima and ending....
I did not wish to think forward to that event.
First, I must sketch this newcomer.
I had used two of the original six canvases: one for the study, one for the
portrait itself. Another had lately been provided, giving me the five required.
What was the intent of these men? Not the continued health of my friend. I
had read various alchemical sources that described the connections between
blood and figurative representation, but I was surprised to find such knowledge
here. This “man from Schoharie” referred to yesterday, no doubt his
involvement was vital.
The reasons were clear why they wished to harm such a harmless being. A
marriage of mixed race. Her husband’s social position. The social and economic
position and continued wellbeing of the group, these Stuyvesants.
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I sketched the garrotter, choosing a doorway to represent the doorway in the
painting. I bade him walk across the room, watched the movements of his body,
a slight limp in the right leg, the swing of his arms. His facial expression rarely
changed, giving me no clue as to what lay beneath the ruddy skin.
A man was sent to bring my belongings from the hotel.
Thinking on the pigments needed to match the garrotter’s rutilent face, I
concocted a new scheme, one which might not harm him physically, but served
as a form of quiet rebellion and revenge on my part, and a further use for some
of Madame Burgundy’s blood.
I tried not to allow my suspicions to display upon my face or in my actions.
I believed my wellbeing depended on hiding my knowledge, that by affecting
ignorance they might relax their guard enough for me to escape and warn
Madame Burgundy.
But this morning, I found my resolve, and my health, less assured. When I
rose from bed to refresh myself at the washbasin, an allencompassing dizziness
caused me to grip a chair for support.
Returning to the bed, I wrote in my journal, in haste, desiring to update my
activities before my jailors came to conduct me to the studio.
Monday, February 21, 1842 (evening)
Flushed and feverish, I paint, for that is what I do.
Wednesday, February 23, 1842 (evening)
The days passed, I painted, my body remained weak. Captivity, I find, is
injurious to the health.
I hate this man I am imparting into the presence of the dear lady. Though he
might merely have been an actor hired to play the part of garrotter, I knew this
was not so. His mood colored his complexion, and his flat way of speaking cast
a pall on the room, dampening even Mr. Lilley’s usual jocularity. And Mr.
Lilley himself, he haunted my every step and brushstroke. He was never far,
lounging outside the painting studio, sleeping in the room across from mine. I
must take even more care that he does not see my use of the blood for drapery
rather than the lady’s dress.
These two creatures—I longed to separate myself from them.
After a while, I even ceased to view them as fellowmen, seeing in their
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eyes the beasts they kept hidden within themselves, beak of vulture, claws of
lion, skin of reptile, cold and coarse. Please, let me never see these demons
revealed.
Thankfully, I will soon have no further need for this other, this garrotter.
Capturing him on canvas has not been difficult, and I hope he will soon depart.
Thursday, February 24, 1842 (evening)
Today my captors allowed me outside for a time, to the garden behind the
house. The work has gone well, despite my aversion. These copies will take
much less time than the original. I breathed in the free air, still chill but with
Spring promising. But what will this Spring send to me?
Friday, February 25, 1842 (evening)
Today, as I sat in the courtyard, a second city, newer yet older, began to
emerge, overlapping the garden wall at odd angles, never glimpsed fullon but
lingering on the edges of my sight. I practiced catching it, first the edge of a
brick arch, the plane of an open door.
Claiming exhaustion, I returned to the privacy of my room, where I sat at
the narrow window overlooking the street. Through hours concentrating on
keeping my eyes tuned in a leftward pose, I was able to make out across the way
a window, a shop window filled with plaster figurines painted in garish reds and
greens. A rush of vehicles filled the street, steel carriages, painted in a multitude
of colors, chiefly a custardyellow. What struck me about these carriages—they
lacked horses; seemingly selfpropelled, by steam engine perhaps, they darted
across lanes of traffic, stopping here and there to let off and take in passengers.
My captors appeared not to notice this second city, and I began to hope that
it, having manifested to me alone, would provide my means of escape.
I have no further need of the garrotter, yet he remains, having also become
Mr. Lilley’s partner in attending to my captivity. He brings my meals, but I am
loath to ingest any foods his hands have touched.
Saturday, February 26, 1842 (afternoon)
This other city continued to fascinate me, though I was only able to examine
it from the garden, the windows of my cell, and those of the room where I work.
This morning as I looked out, I saw a man in strange dress—indigo trousers and
a thin shirt, of some pliant material, which left his arms bare save for a short
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sleeve ending inches below the shoulder—and I could have sworn his gaze met
mine. He staggered, putting a hand to his head as though taken by a fit. Then—
another man passed through him. This second man, by his attire, belonged to the
city of my captors. The oddlyclothed man. . .he occupies a space contiguous
with my own, yet somehow separate. In another realm of time perhaps. Or
perhaps I am mad.
Despite the increasing clarity of this second city, I have not discerned how it
might aid me. And I know that this afternoon I will finish the paintings.
Saturday, February 26, 1842 (evening)
They have summoned “the man from Schoharie.” Mr. Lilley has taken a
train north to bring him hither.
The paintings are complete, save for glazing. Mr. Bookman informed me
that the glazing would take place under the supervision of the newcomer, that he
would advise me on the materials to be used. Then, they will present Madame
Burgundy with her portrait. Then, they will no doubt carry out their schemes.
Sunday, February 27, 1842 (early afternoon)
Early I arose and inspected the paintings. A few details needed attention,
but otherwise all were ready. I wished to spend the rest of the morning in the
garden, sketching the newlyopened flowers of Spring in an attempt to quiet my
apprehension. I had hoped to be allowed this in privacy, but could not escape the
company of the garrotter.
Descending the stairs, I saw in the entryway below me Vanderkemp, who
had not been in attendance here since the first day. He spoke to someone out of
my line of sight. I paused, hoping to catch them unawares.
“Five into one,” a stranger’s voice said. “That will be how you know.
Success, then five into one. Failure, then five remain five.”
The garrotter gave a push to the middle of my back, causing me to stumble
on the stair. I seized the rail to keep from falling, but my ankle twisted. I looked
back at the garrotter, whose face bore no expression, no sign of why he pushed
me and he voiced no explanation. Below, Vanderkemp, having heard my
approach, moved into another room with the newcomer, who must be this man
for whom they have waited.
I limped into the garden and sat on a bench, my desire for sketching
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banished.
Sunday, February 27, 1842 (evening)
This “man from Schoharie,” as they call him (and no name is given me) is
not at all what I expected. Looking at his round, bespectacled face, I might guess
“manager of a counting house” as an occupation. And his tone is soft, his
manner of speaking genteel. Whatever beast might lurk within, it is far better
concealed than those of my captors. Under his influence, I find myself doubting
my earlier fears.
They had told me at the outset, Mr. Lilley had said, the blood, the
preparations, were for enacting a charm of a protective nature. Perhaps I should
not have disbelieved them. But this garrotter? His presence pointed toward the
opposite of protection. Could he have been called upon merely to play the part?
That somehow, his actions against her likeness (actions painted by me), would
cause some envelope of safety to surround her?
Surely this man, this kindly uncle from Schoharie would not involve
himself in a projection of ill will.
The material he presented me, the which I was to incorporate into the
glazing was, he said, a distillate of sap from various plants, medicinal and
aromatic.
I glazed the paintings.
Tomorrow, I was to accompany Mr. Lilley and Mr. Bookman to Madame
Burgundy to present her portrait.
This would be my first departure from either house or garden since the
onset of captivity. If I was to make an escape, Monday would be my lone
chance. But first, I would need warn the lady.
Tuesday, March 1, 1842 (evening)
I have found Mr. Dickens! And barely in time, for he and Catherine would
have been departing today. I am presently in the home of his friend Mr. Johnson,
where I am safe and able to rest.
But I must now relate how I came to be in this happy circumstance.
Monday morning, I awakened early having slept but little. What would this
day bring? Suddenly recalling my dream, I sat upright.
I had been in the other city.
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As dusk fell, I found myself riding in one of those horseless vehicles, sitting
on a broad cushion of some dark, stiff material. A window separated me from
the front compartment, where a man sat, manipulating a wheel that appeared to
be the means of steering. He pulled it violently to his right, and we veered, my
stomach lurching with the motion, then we accelerated, passing quickly through
an intersection only to stop with a suddenness that threw me forward. I pulled a
silvery lever on the panel to my right, and it swung outward. Before leaving, I
handed the driver some bills of currency.
This setting quickly turned into Madame Burgundy’s sitting room, the
location of our first meeting. All I remembered of this part of the dream was her
sincerity and grace, and my shame at allowing something horrible to befall her.
Waking, I had found myself unable to return to sleep.
In the dream, I had been another person. One accustomed to life in this
other city.
A short while later, Mr. Lilley called upon me to assist in something which
turned out to be the transportation of the five new paintings to the basement of
Mr. Bookman’s house. There, in this subterranean locale, we set them on a
marbletopped sideboard, one behind another, the outermost being the painting
depicting the garrotter at his farthest point from Madame Burgundy.
Five into one, I thought.
Then it was time to visit the lady.
The three of us went, myself carrying the portrait, Bookman and Lilley
walking on either side.
This house of Bookman was on a side street, Bond, scant blocks to the south
of Madame Burgundy’s.
What a relief to be away from the garrotter, whose face would be forever
imprinted upon me.
But what a joy it was to see again the face of my dear lady, the flesh this
time instead of the paint that had surrounded me in my place of captivity. And
the delight she showed on seeing my creation. As she gazed at it, I spoke softly
to her in French, attempting to speak urgently but in a tone of congeniality. I
entreated her not to betray anything, in words or expression, no matter what she
heard me say.
“These men are not your friends, nor friends of your worthy husband.” I
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pointed to a part of the painting, as though explaining its nature.
“They intend harm.
“After we leave, you must burn the painting.
“The blood,” I said, “the blood binds you to them.”
I am sure she comprehended the seriousness.
Before leaving, I made one last request of her. “As we are going out,
ask...the man with the name of the flower,” —pausing, I waited to read the
understanding on her face— “ask if he can assist you with something, call him
back. I need a moment to separate myself from him.”
As we descended the stairs, I had managed to keep Bookman ahead and
Lilley behind. Bookman opened the door and stepped outside.
“Monsieur Lilley,” the lady said. “My husband is soon to return from New
Orleans. He sent ahead a trunk—could you come help Joseph carry it up the
stairs? It is quite heavy.”
Mr. Lilley stopped, then turned back toward her. I pulled the door shut
behind me and shouldered Bookman aside.
I fled.
But Bookman, whose slowness I had depended on, lunged, clutching the tail
of my coat, tripping me. We tussled, rolling into the street. The man’s strength
was far more than I had guessed from his comfortable appearance.
I had only a few moments before Lilley would exit the house, and I knew I
had no chance overcoming the both of them.
Bookman pushed his weight down upon me. Then he screamed.
The other city had interceded.
One of the yellow vehicles rumbled toward us. I could hear it!
As could Bookman. He threw himself back in fright. While I, trusting the
evidence of my days of observation, believing in the insubstantiality of these
apparitions, jumped to my feet and ran straight into the onrushing machine.
Heat, quivering heat, and my vision blurred. Yet I kept moving. As though
gazing up from the ocean’s depths, I could see Bookman and the machine
mingle, then separate, leaving the man gasping, wideeyed yet unseeing.
I did not wait for his recovery.
Past the street on which stood the houses of Vanderkemp and Madame
Burgundy, structures grew fewer in number, smaller, meaner, shacks and bits of
land, no doubt soon to fall under the encroaching city. I came upon a wooded
swath and made my way under the trees before stopping. My ankle, twisted that
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day upon the stairs, throbbed, aggravated during my fight with Bookman and
my flight. I could go no further.
I would shelter here, I thought, among the protection of briar and branch.
My clothes were torn, my right knee scraped raw and bloody. I found a brook
and splashed my face with its chill water, then dipped my knee to cleanse it.
In the morning, I would strike off for downtown to locate my only friend on
this wretched shore.
And when morning came, I found I had slept well, under the boughs of
freedom.
Knowing that the island narrowed as it went southward, I kept to the trees
for a time, passing a small dairy farm, then entered the zone of brick and
timbers, streets leading to populated areas. I recognized Bowery. I found my
former hotel.
But on entering, as I paused, taking in the busy lobby, which seemed alien
to me after my ordeal, I found I was not yet safe. Mr. Lilley, unshakeable, stood
at the counter talking to the clerk. I turned slowly back through the door and set
off along the sidewalk, which had seemed such a gay promenade when first
glimpsed from hotel window the day of my arrival.
Fearing that the others were near, dreading the sight of my shadow, the
garrotter, I kept my face down. I passed an alley, then stopped, thinking to try
for a rear entrance to the hotel, one that might take me through the kitchen or
some other domestic region, and doing that, I made my way to Mr. Dickens’s
door and secreted myself therein.
I deplored becoming a burden to he and Catherine, but had no one else.
After explaining my situation to Mr. Dickens, he quickly settled upon the
plan of requesting the assistance of Mr. Charles Johnson, the abolitionist who
had dined with us. He forthwith composed a note to the man, which he sent by
swiftest messenger, asking that Mr. Johnson might hasten here to consult upon
my flight.
When evening came, Mr. Johnson led me back through the rear of the hotel,
taking me to a house in the Five Points neighborhood nearby.
Tuesday, March 8, 1842 (morning)
There I stayed until March 5, on which day I traveled hidden with Charles
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and Catherine to Philadelphia.
I have booked passage from Philadelphia for Java in the Dutch Indies, for I
feel Europe to be too close.
Today, my ship departs.
I have not yet heard how go Mr. Johnson’s inquiries into the health or fate
of Madame Burgundy. I must depart without knowing, but I hope she remains
unharmed.
It was here, in Philadelphia, while waiting for my ship, that I completed this
record, which I trust to my friend, Mr. Charles Dickens, that he may have it
printed, in Dutch and English, for private distribution so that friends and family
might know what events befell me in the City of New York in 1842.
May the whirligig of time carry me to peaceful lands.
Philip Schuyler, Philadelphia
A Postscript
Having spent the last several months traveling America, I am back in New
York for a short time. Soon, Catherine and I will take ship for home. All these
months, I have carried Philip Schuyler’s journal, troubled by its weight. I
wondered what had become of Philip’s Madame Burgundy. Had she survived
this plot only to succumb to another?
As I would only be stopping one night in the city before taking ship, I
posted a letter from Montreal to Mr. Charles Johnson, a man described by
Schuyler in these pages, asking that he update me on my return to New York.
My hope was that he had been successful in delving into the identity of Madame
Burgundy.
When I arrived at the hotel a message from him awaited, which I reprint
here.
My Dear Charles,
As you know, I have not been long in the city of New York,
having recently decided to devote (some might say squander) my
family fortune to the cause of abolition. New York is the crossroads.
Here are the networks for hiding escapees and for aiding in the buying
of sundered families that they may be reunited.
Much work is to be done here as well. The legal system is rampant
with corruption. Did you know that a black man may be taken from the
street, from his home even, and brought before a magistrate? And if
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witnesses claim that the man is an escaped slave, whether true or not,
he will be taken to the South in bondage. I count on you to spread this
news in England, that World opinion may help sway that of America.
So as you might presume, I have met many people here, of
circumstances high and low, of all races and nationalities. It is to these
I turned in search of the identity and circumstances of the woman your
friend described.
Having the street number made the first part quite simple. It is the
home of a wealthy American family of Dutch extraction. I have also
discovered that there is a very old and very powerful group of wealthy
New Yorkers (both of the city and other parts of the state) who claim
their lineage from the original Dutch inhabitants of then New
Amsterdam. The Dutch were absorbed into the English population after
the colony changed hands, losing their language but not their identity.
The group goes under the name Stuyvesant Preservationist Society and
comprises some of the wealthiest families in the region. Because of
this, I have had to take care, as some of these people are also
contributors to the cause.
The basic scenario is thus. A man by the name of Horace
Nooteboom, eldest of a family of merchants and shipbuilders, met, in
the course of his business, a woman from the island of St. Grillet, a
lady of both French and African ancestry. They married, and he
brought her to his newlybuilt home in a most fashionable block.
You can guess the consternation this caused. The mixing of races is not
unknown here, but it is generally confined to the lower classes, and
although she is not one hundred percent African in her heritage, her
coloring is dark enough to cause notice.
In other parts of the nation, in the Western territories, where men
and women alike toil in the fields of their farmsteads, I doubt her
appearance would have attracted attention. But in New York the
complexion of pale cream is the emblem of elegant society.
So you see, they would have experienced myriad difficulties even
if left in peace. This Society, however, determined that one of their
own should not embarrass them in such a manner, and it was they who
contrived the scheme which embroiled your friend.
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As might be expected, the husband is on the side of our cause, and
has, through his business (which takes him often to the South,
especially New Orleans), actively participated in aiding the flight of
slaves, hiding them on his ships and bringing them to New York.
I have spoken to him, and I am happy to say that Madame
Burgundy did survive the attempt. She did indeed destroy the painting.
And whether or not you believe that some ill could be cast upon her by
this odd series of paintings depicting a man approaching her with the
aim of harm, it was enough for them to know that such had been
intended.
They left the city, up the Hudson river on a steamboat. I believe
their final destination was to be Canada.
These boats, as you know, are not the safest form of travel.
On the second day, at an early hour of the morning, perhaps before
any passengers had awakened, an accident occurred. The starboard
boiler exploded and the boat burst into flame. Few survived, and I am
sorry to say Nooteboom and his wife were not among them.
I am afraid we shall never know whether such was a true accident,
or another attempt by these persons, whose aim now included the
husband, for he knew of their treachery. It is well that your friend the
painter chose to separate himself by the gulf of oceans.
I toast your safe and speedy return journey.
Best wishes, as always,
Charles Johnson
I handed the letter to Catherine that she might read it too. I wish I could
contact Philip to give him the sad news as well, but I expect I will hear from him
when he is settled. For the moment, as Mr. Johnson said, it is well that he is far
away.
Charles Dickens, aboard ship bound for Liverpool
Friday, June 10, 1842
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